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INTRODUCTION 

“[T]he UN would rather appear inept than politically incorrect.” This was 
the assessment of Canada’s Ambassador to the United Nations, Robert Fowler, 
in his keynote address to the March 2001 meeting of the United Nations 
Geographic Information Working Group (UNGIWG).1 The August 2000 
Brahimi Report on UN peacekeeping noted that: 

Peace operations could benefit greatly from more extensive use of 
geographic information systems (GIS) technology, which quickly 
integrates operational information with electronic maps of the mis
sion area, for applications as diverse as demobilization, civilian 
policing, voter registration, human rights monitoring and reconstruc
tion.2 

While commercial satellite imagery (CSI)3 was not directly mentioned in 
the Brahimi Report, it follows naturally from the reference to GIS technology, 
which can make use of data from both aerial and satellite surveillance.4 Yet, at 
UNGIWG’s meeting, Fowler told those present that although, “you are capable 
of producing magnificent products . . . you must be more forceful in forcing them 
down the throats of would be users, who, for all kinds of complex reasons, do not 
want to have anything to do with your product.”5 This reluctance would likely 
extend as well to the use of CSI, much less to the development of a significant 
in-house UN CSI analysis and interpretation capability for peacekeeping pur
poses. While the possibility of depending on supplier states will be noted briefly 
below, as well as alternative UN-centred modes of supply and analysis, the 
benchmark case assumed here will be a capability effectively lodged within the 
Department of Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO). 

In The Boomer Bible, the Book of Willie, chapter 14, verse 5, we are 
told that there is always a good and virtuous reason for being 
opposed to doing what you don’t want to do.6 
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There is a developing use of CSI by various UN agencies. Some of these uses are 
in areas not particularly associated with security issues but some are in sensitive 
areas. Even within the realm of peacekeeping operations there has been some 
previous use of satellite imagery. What is missing, however, is as yet the sus
tained, routine, and especially in-house acquisition and use of such imagery by 
the UN in support of peacekeeping operations. This article will briefly explore 
five general categories of “good and virtuous” reasons which states might offer 
to account for reluctance with respect to a DPKO-centred CSI acquisition and 
analysis capability: legal, financial, technical, organizational, and political. Some 
of these substantive issue areas – the first three – raise serious but not inherent
ly unmanageable problems, while the last two, and especially the political cate
gory, are more likely to be both serious and potentially fatal in terms of “unmen
tionables.” Given these organizational and political difficulties, while the UN 
may indeed make increased use of CSI in its peacekeeping operations, it will be 
more difficult to do so as part of an increased, inherent information capacity 
rather than simply relying on imagery-capable states unless there is a significant 
shift in the attitudes of member states to the development of independent in
house capabilities. 

Legal Issues 

Various legal issues arise concerning the acquisition and use of CSI.  States 
without a satellite imagery capacity have long been sensitive to the prospect of 
overhead surveillance. On the other hand, states with such a capacity have rec
ognized that knowledge is power, and have sought to control the dispersal of that 
knowledge. Some of the results have found their way into elements of both inter
national and national law which would affect the use of CSI by the UN. Other 
legal questions might arise in terms of contracts between a UN user and a CSI 
imagery or service provider. In no case, however, does there appear to be an 
absolute legal bar to the acquisition and use of CSI by an international organiza
tion; on the contrary, there are several examples of its use. National and contrac
tual issues, which could be subject to agreement, are more likely to present sig
nificant, though not insurmountable, legal obstacles. 

In international law, there appears to be no inherent bar on the ability of an 
international organization to acquire and use CSI. Such a conclusion was reached 
in the 1983 study of the implications of establishing an International Satellite 
Monitoring Agency (ISMA),7 and there is no reason to believe that the legal sit
uation has changed since then. Quite to the contrary, we find that the International 
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has moved, in the last few years, steadily towards 
the acquisition of such a capacity,8 and that the United Nations Monitoring, 
Verification and Inspection Commission (UNMOVIC), the successor to 
UNSCOM, is drawing on overhead surveillance, including from UNSCOM’s 
archives, as a tool.9 Other UN agencies, such as the Food and Agricultural 
Organization, have also drawn on overhead imagery for their work.10 
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What we are more likely to find in an international organization are policy 
guidances putting conditions and limits on how imagery can be used. Without 
these, regardless of the legal possibilities, states would likely be very reluctant to 
grant an agency the necessary resources or political support. One might antici
pate, for example, limits on use linked to the purposes of the agency: if the 
agency served a specific function, the imagery it obtained could not be used for 
some other purpose. Thus, imagery obtained for crop information would not be 
used, for example, to monitor troop deployments, even if such use would be tech
nically feasible. This could limit “image trading” among separate agencies, and 
could be a factor working against any proposal for a single, multipurpose, UN 
imagery agency. There could also be limits within an agency on who could use 
the image, and who could have access to information derived from that image. 
In the case of the IAEA, imagery and derived information will likely be handled 
at the same level of security as other safeguards information. What could be 
imaged – and thus both where and when imagery could be taken – might also be 
subject to limitations, to prevent this capability from being used too freely. This 
could, for example, limit the ability of the UN to use such imagery as an early 
warning tool rather than as a tool for initiating and carrying out peacekeeping 
operations. 

Laws and regulations of states with a satellite imagery capability would 
also have an impact. The most obvious area is in “shutter control,” through which 
an imagery-capable state might seek to deny that imagery to others for reasons 
of national security. India limits access to imagery of its territory from its satel
lite. The US has placed limits on access to imagery over Israel from American 
CSI. Efforts were made to deny CSI to Iraq after its invasion of Kuwait in 1990. 
Thus, the willingness of imagery-capable states to permit the supply of CSI to 
the UN, including in crisis periods or in issues where they might have differences 
with the UN, could be a factor. Against this, there are a number of states with at 
least some CSI capability, so that an objection by one need not result in the UN 
being totally cut off, though its access to the full range of satellite capabilities 
would be affected. Other control mechanisms might exist, however. Some states 
might extend their regulatory grasp through the network of satellite-related serv
ices which they provide to other states. Canada, for example, draws to a consid
erable degree on the US for the Canadian RADARSAT system. The US might 
make use of such connections to claim some right of shutter control. Even with
out such an extra-territorial extension of regulatory control, political pressures 
and convergences of political interests could still have a limiting effect. To state 
the obvious, then, it is crucial that those with regulatory authority over CSI 
providers be willing to see the UN have access to CSI.11 A third mechanism 
could be pre-emptive purchasing of imagery, as occurred at the opening of US 
operations in Afghanistan in October 2001.12 This blocking mechanism, how
ever, is theoretically open to all imagery purchasers, depending on contracts 
signed with imagery providers. Whether the UN could negotiate – with both 
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imagery and service providers and with relevant states – contracts and agree
ments avoiding this sort of practice might be a question worth additional exam
ination. 

It is also useful to note, however, that UN access to CSI (although not nec
essarily through an in-house mechanism of acquisition, analysis, and interpreta
tion) may present advantages to imagery-capable states. Commercial imagery 
can provide a publicly-usable way of providing information without compromis
ing more sensitive sources and capabilities. Rather than providing NTM 
(National Technical Means)-based imagery, whether or not in degraded form, 
areas and items of interest discovered or confirmed through such means could 
then be presented through appropriate CSI imagery of the same location. In that 
way, CSI becomes a way of “sanitizing” national information. This can be done 
either by providing CSI directly to the UN, or by suggesting that the UN might 
want to acquire imagery of a specific area. This latter, however, clearly would 
run into limits placed on the UN’s ability to acquire CSI. 

A move by the UN into the direct acquisition of CSI would, of course, 
require contracts with the CSI providers. These would have to cover such areas 
as the nature of the services to be supplied, copyright, etc. Contracts would also 
need to be negotiated to handle costs, as will be noted in the next section. A sup
portive attitude on the part of the regulatory state of a CSI provider might be ben
eficial here, if only indirectly. This sort of problem would also have to be worked 
out if the UN was to be able to draw on imagery when needed. Here, again, a 
beneficial attitude on the part of the regulatory state would be useful. 

While there seems to be no inherently fatal legal obstacle to the UN acquir
ing and using CSI on a legal basis, a consideration of some of these issues points 
us, inevitably, to the attitude of states – to political considerations – as significant 
factors, including the resolution of legal difficulties. This is the same pattern we 
shall find in assessing the financial and technical issues. 

Financial Issues 

The cost of a CSI capability might also be raised against its use by the UN. 
Such costs need to be estimated carefully, but a little thought and study suggest 
that the costs need not be excessive. However, cost issues for an imagery capa
bility are more complex than a simple quote on cost per image suggests. As well, 
the rhetorical uses of a language of “cost-effectiveness” must be recognized. 

The cost per image of CSI is hopelessly inadequate as an approach to esti
mating the full cost of a CSI capability. Different imagery providers might charge 
different rates. In addition, archived imagery, which might be usable for some 
purposes, will be less expensive than new imagery. New imagery needed on a 
time-urgent basis might carry a surcharge, and there might be additional costs to 
obtain a priority over other users, to permit queue-jumping. High-resolution 
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imagery will be more expensive than low-resolution imagery, yet the latter could 
also be usable for certain purposes. High-volume and regular users might be able 
to negotiate better rates than occasional and small-volume users, and so on. It 
may also be possible to contract with providers for other, related services.13 No 
single cost per image quote will capture these complexities, which require 
instead the integration of cost issues with considerations of usage volumes and 
patterns. 

Cost estimates exist for other possible CSI purposes which suggest, how
ever hypothetically, that the financial burden of acquiring and using CSI need not 
be excessive. Laurence Nardon and F.R. Cleminson,14 in independent estimates 
of the costs of a CSI capability to monitor a comprehensive test ban treaty, sug
gest volumes of 860 and 600 images per year respectively. With only slight vari
ation in cost/image estimates (US$3,300/image for Nardon and US$3,200/image 
for Cleminson), imagery acquisition costs come to US$2,838,000 annually for 
Nardon and US$1,920,000 for Cleminson. Christer Andersson’s study of possi
ble IAEA costs, based on estimates ranging from 121 to 297 images per year, 
suggests a range of US$445,000-1,030,000 per year for imagery.15 A next step 
would be to develop estimates of imagery volumes and types for peacekeeping 
applications. The varying nature and occurrence of peacekeeping operations 
would make such estimates somewhat notional, of course, but they might at least 
indicate some more detailed and reasonable expectations. 

Even if US$3,300/image (at one time, at least, the standard SPOT rate, and 
used as a convenient benchmark) seems like a lot by itself, it leaves out the array 
of hardware, software, and personnel costs needed to create and run an in-house 
analytical and interpretive capability, if this is the sort of UN capability in ques
tion. The scale of such a capacity would be sensitive to considerations of volume, 
obviously, but also might reflect additional and specific demands. For example, 
if the UN were to acquire a purely New York-based capability, with information 
feeds to units in the field, that might be a lower-cost enterprise than being able 
to set up field units with their own capabilities (e.g., drawing on transportable 
ground stations to download imagery directly). Such considerations would affect 
the technical requirements of a CSI capability, as well. 

The full cost per year of an imagery unit would seem roughly to double 
costs in the cases of the Nardon and Cleminson studies, to US$6,500,000 and 
US$4,400,000 respectively. Depending on which scenario is used, Andersson 
estimates total yearly costs to the IAEA to range between US$840,000 and 
US$1,700,000 per year.16 The ISMA study, in contrast, gave very much higher 
estimates even for the early phases of a satellite capability (that is, excluding a 
satellite development or a satellite purchasing requirement). This, however, was 
premised on a very high volume of images (e.g., about 850 images/month) and 
a correspondingly large analysis establishment in the first phase (US$8 million 
for acquisition and US$25 million/year running costs), not to mention the second 
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phase costs of acquiring (US$60-80 million) and running (US$20 million/year) 
dedicated ground stations.17 A great attraction of CSI, however, is that the costs 
of dedicated ground stations could be avoided (unless, for example, mobile 
ground stations for field use), as would the much greater costs of dedicated satel
lites. Without the major investments foreseen for later phases of the ISMA pro
posal, even a capacity to acquire and examine relatively large volumes of 
imagery might not be very great relative to overall peacekeeping expenditures. 
Generally, it would seem reasonable to suspect, at least as a starting-point, both 
that the volume of imagery required would be potentially quite variable (depend
ing on the number and nature of UN operations on-going) from one year to the 
next, and that the likely volume of imagery and related size and cost of an 
imagery unit would be closer to the Nardon/Cleminson estimates than to 
Andersson’s, though not as great as the ISMA estimate. 

Poor estimation of capability costs and the possible low costs of such a 
capability have implications for the use of cost-effectiveness arguments as a line 
of resistance. Cost-effectiveness as an issue may serve rhetorical purposes and/or 
be a real, if at times misleading, consideration. Rhetorically, responsible people 
are concerned about cost-effectiveness, so people who wish to be perceived as 
responsible may also talk about it, even if (or indeed especially because) cost 
information is poor.  Or the argument may be a disguise for other concerns. 
Particularly where both costs and effectiveness are ambiguous, cost-effective
ness may be a very attractive, if ironic, rhetorical device for a body such as the 
UN, periodically excoriated for its apparent rampant wastefulness yet also kept 
on a fairly tight budget. More generally, of course, one must note that cost-effec
tiveness arguments seem very seldom to be presented in the sense that increas
ing expenditures marginally may lead to an even greater increase in marginal 
effectiveness. Quite often, the real meaning of “cost-effectiveness” is “cost-cut
ting.” 

Given the potentially modest cost of a UN CSI capability, estimations of 
its impact on organizational effectiveness would also seem called for. This rais
es other issues, best noted in the organization section below. Here, however, a 
variant on the cost-effectiveness argument can be noted: that any cost incurred in 
acquiring a CSI capability be offset by reduced costs elsewhere, with overall cost 
neutrality the explicit or implicit ideal. While this might appeal to states anxious 
to keep expenditures down, it depends on a simple relationship between a new or 
enhanced capacity on one hand, and existing capacities on the other. It implies 
that an increase in the first can and ought to be matched by a corresponding 
reduction in the second, with no net decrease (and presumably a possible net 
increase) in effectiveness overall. Any more complex relationship is implicitly 
ignored. For example, there might be positive synergistic effects between capa
bilities not captured by treating them as substitutes for each other. There is also 
the possibility that they might be at best imperfect substitutes at that. So, for 
example, the possibility that a CSI capability might lead to reduced troop costs 
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might be worth exploring, but so, too, is the possibility that the same level of 
troops might be made even more effective if mated with a CSI capability. At the 
same time, it must be recognized that troops on the ground perform various desir
able functions, not all of which can be handled through (though some might be 
enhanced by) CSI. Reducing the numbers of troops on the ground could thus 
reduce the ability to handle these other functions.18 

As with the legal issues, cost as such does not necessarily rule against the 
acquisition of a CSI capability by the UN. What is suggested, however, is the 
need to develop better estimates of cost-related factors, such as volume, imagery 
type, equipment, software, personnel, etc. As well, unless they adequately 
address issues of both costs and effectiveness, arguments based on appeals to 
cost-effectiveness should be treated with some degree of suspicion. 

Technical Issues 

Two broad classes of issues might arise here. One concerns the informa
tion available from satellite imagery and its usefulness in a peacekeeping role. 
The other concerns technical questions in acquiring, analyzing, and delivering 
that information. 

Vipin Gupta, among others, outlines the ground resolution requirements 
for detecting, identifying, and characterizing various structures or other features 
for imagery. The range of resolutions is from as large as 60 m for basic detection 
of urban areas to as fine as .015 m for nuclear weaponry components.19 While 
much of the precise description and technical analysis requirements could not be 
met using commercially available imagery, it is clear that imagery in the 1-4 m 
ground resolution range would none the less have a number of applications.20 If 
we expand our range of imagery to include low-resolution, thermal, and radar 
imagery, there are also substantial possibilities there; this is further expanded if 
the possibilities of merging imagery from different sources is considered. While 
military-grade imagery might have considerable advantages over commercial 
imagery, it is important not only to avoid letting the best be enemy of the good, 
but also to recognize that substantial national security benefit has long been 
derived from imagery of lower resolution than that now available commercially. 

The interest being demonstrated on the part of humanitarian organizations 
in the possible use of CSI suggests that this grade of imagery could be readily 
applicable to peacekeeping functions, particularly where there are significant 
overlaps between peacekeeping and humanitarian activities. One would expect 
differing patterns of requirements, including both for resolution and timely deliv
ery of information, for different classes and phases of missions. Mission plan
ning, for example, would likely require estimations of transportation and other 
infrastructure, data for refugee-management and other population-management 
concerns, damage assessments, drawing of ceasefire lines and buffer or disarma
ment zones, stationing of observation posts, and the like. Some of these needs 
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would continue during a mission, for example, for the monitoring of activity in 
buffer zones or of disarmament agreements. In some cases, low resolution 
imagery, and archived imagery, might be usable; in some cases, rapid delivery 
might not be essential.21 

Some of the possibilities for use may be suggested in a superficially (at 
least) different application: fighting forest fires. The REMSAT system field-test
ed by the British Columbia Forest Service in the summer of 2000 combines 
imagery (potentially from various sources, including satellites), navigational, 
and telecommunications satellites, together with mobile communications equip
ment, to permit the coordinating of fire-fighting assets by field units.22 Some 
technical problems could possibly be mitigated by the development and deploy
ment of transportable receiving stations capable of handling data feeds from mul
tiple satellites. This could cut the delivery-time problem by essentially providing 
for direct downloading from satellites as they pass overhead.23 Other possibili
ties for acquisition and delivery of CSI for assistance in humanitarian emergen
cies are suggested by the creation of the International Charter on Space and 
Major Disasters, a consortium of national space agencies developing coordinat
ed means to supply such imagery to users.24 

The obvious parallels between such humanitarian and other civilian appli
cations and potential peacekeeping applications, and the apparent forward move
ment on the humanitarian aspects of CSI use, point to the possibility of learning 
from these developments in these non-peacekeeping realms; they also suggest 
both the potential for integration CSI applications in “complex operations” com
bining humanitarian and peacekeeping aspects25 and raise the peculiar possibili
ty that essentially civilian agencies and actors could end up being better equipped 
to use CSI for their purposes than the UN for peacekeeping. 

It is notable in ENVIREF (Environmental Monitoring of Refugee Camps 
using High-Resolution Satellite Images) discussions that the basic usefulness of 
the imagery as such seems not so much in dispute as the cost of imagery for rel
atively poorly-endowed users and other technical problems.26 In this respect, 
however, these problems can be seen as mirroring the difficulties experienced, 
albeit on a much more sophisticated level, in the military use of satellite imagery. 
Criticism of the system for acquiring and distributing imagery intelligence to the 
US Marines in the Gulf War is enlightening in this regard.27 The technical prob
lems of obtaining imagery in a timely form, analyzing it, and distributing the 
resulting information to users should not be underestimated, and the means 
adopted to overcome these difficulties will have significant implications for the 
usefulness of CSI. Nonetheless, this does not inherently and in its own right rule 
out the use of CSI. 

Problems in organizing the system for acquiring and analyzing CSI, and 
then delivering the information product to users, even for relatively sophisticat
ed organizations, suggest the wisdom of perhaps starting modestly and thus with 
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less-demanding uses for less mature and capable entities. They also point to 
interoperability problems that would arise if a situation of multiple users arose, 
presenting both differing requirements and differing technical capabilities and 
equipment. Nonetheless, even limited and less than cutting-edge use of CSI, 
though still presenting challenges, would seem neither ruled out technically or 
without value. 

Organizational Issues 

Several issues might be raised here, including the role of state suppliers 
versus a UN-based capability, the possibility of a multi-agency versus single 
agency capability, and a field capability versus a centre-only capability. 

Peacekeeping and similar forces in the field have used satellite imagery in 
the past. The US 10th Mountain Division used LANDSAT imagery in Somalia, 
and it was used in Bosnia, including by UNPROFOR, as well as elsewhere.28 

Dependence on voluntary supply of imagery and services from states would cer
tainly reduce organizational difficulties and costs. The supply of imagery and 
other forms of intelligence from national sources presents, however, a variety of 
difficulties. On the other hand, certain aspects of UN peacekeeping operations 
also present obstacles to the effective gathering and use of intelligence, includ
ing imagery and derived information. There are considerable organizational hur
dles that would have to be overcome before the UN could routinely employ a sig
nificant volume of CSI in its peacekeeping operations through an in-house abil
ity to gather, analyze, interpret, and distribute it. This issue is so tied up in larg
er questions of the organization and management of UN peacekeeping operations 
that these larger questions, though not directly raised and addressed here, need to 
be kept in mind; otherwise, the argument here would be the equivalent of calling 
for a four-cylinder engine to be strapped onto a muscle-powered lawn mower. 

In the Somalia operation (UNOSOM II), the US regularly supplied intelli
gence to UN and US forces in the field. The broad architecture of the intelligence 
effort is sketched in Joint Doctrine for Intelligence Support to Operations.29 

There were flows both to UN headquarters in New York and to the UN command 
in Mogadishu, via the US Intelligence Support Element in Somalia. In both 
cases, however, a distinction was maintained between intelligence that was to 
remain only within US channels and that cleared for release.30 Certain results 
follow from this sort of attempt to supply intelligence from national sources yet 
simultaneously to protect at least some of it. First, it leads to a situation in which 
the “intelligence-leader” state’s forces may have better information than the UN 
force commander.31 Second, it inhibits the timely distribution (because of the 
need to sanitize) or even the distribution at all of intelligence.32 Third, are the 
problems that could arise if the state playing the “leading role” in intelligence is 
not also the coalition leader, but conversely the potential resentment if it is.33 

There have been efforts on the part of the US to identify and address at 
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least some of the problems arising in intelligence sharing to try to make the 
process more efficient and somewhat less grating politically.34 Even if many of 
these problems were addressed, however, the fundamental drawback of UN 
dependence on the goodwill of imagery-capable states would remain. 

One mode of organization within the UN would see various participating 
agencies drawing on CSI and possibly certain services from a central entity. This 
would have advantages from a volume-purchasing perspective, both financially 
and in terms of the UN negotiating leverage in contracting with imagery and 
service providers; for example, in copyright as well as cost matters. On the other 
hand, concerns could rise about access to sensitive information, including infor
mation about what images were being purchased. Compartmentalized handling 
of CSI for peacekeeping, reflected, for example, in guidelines on acquisition and 
use, might be more acceptable politically. An issue could also be the insertion of 
an additional layer of bureaucracy between the imagery and service providers 
and the ultimate users. Problems of standardizing requirements across a large 
range of different agencies, with vastly varied purposes, could also arise as a con
cern. 

If we assume, as is done here, a basic model of a peacekeeping-specific 
capability, would this involve a capability in the field as well as at the UN cen
tre? The development of transportable downloading stations potentially capable 
of drawing from a variety of different satellites would seem to present opportu
nities to develop field-deployable capabilities, perhaps even bypassing the 
DPKO in New York for certain purposes. Unfortunately, limitations arising in 
UN field operations also suggest problems with such an in-theatre capability. 

First, the size of a UN field operation may not be sufficient to justify such 
a deployed capability, in terms of either the number of personnel or the volume 
of imagery needed. As a reference point, the SHIRBRIG (Standing High-
Readiness Brigade) organization lists only 8 personnel in its G2 (Military 
Information) section.35 How large would a minimal section for imagery analy
sis be, and what volume of imagery would be needed to justify its in-theatre 
deployment? How large an overall force would be needed to justify it, and for 
what uses would it be most appropriate? Second, there could be problems in the 
field organization of intelligence, about which there have been some stinging 
complaints: that it is a last-minute concern, that the staffing is problematic, and 
so on.36 As Hugh Smith has observed, the need to improve intelligence capabil
ities is part of a larger need to professionalize peacekeeping – that is, to bring it 
closer to the norms of sound military practice.37 It might be possible to address 
some of these concerns by drawing on specific, competent states for appropriate 
personnel. However, this would leave a force vulnerable to rotations of person
nel and units, or even the withdrawal of a state’s forces from a mission.  If the 
alternative, a multinational unit, is turned to, problems of varying levels of tech
nical sophistication and of technical compatibility of equipment might arise. 
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An alternative to depending on units and personnel directly from state con
tributions to a field force might be to draw from a central pool of personnel and 
equipment at UN headquarters. This could possibly relieve the technical com
patibility, personnel competence and personnel rotation problems. Reliance on a 
centrally-supplied pool of personnel could also address another, more political 
set of consequences arising from the deployment of more technically-sophisti
cated UN forces. As S.B. Flemming has noted, many states which contribute 
forces to UN missions might not have troops capable of handling technically-
sophisticated equipment. Establishing a CSI-capable field unit based on national 
contributions would thus simultaneously increase the demand for technically-
sophisticated troops from developed states (which might be reluctant to provide 
the troops), while creating fears among Third World contributors (on whom the 
UN significantly depends) that they are being marginalized or reduced to “grunt” 
work.38 Such a centrally-supplied unit, however, would need to be formed and 
equipped – potentially expensive undertakings – and it would have to be main
tained with a surge capacity in times of slack demand. 

For these reasons, and depending on the availability of both adequate com
munications means and a quick bureaucratic pipeline, a better choice might be to 
lodge a CSI analysis and interpretation capability with the central organization of 
the UN, with at best only occasionally fielding a deployable unit, if at all. The 
smaller the size of the unit (depending on the volume of imagery), the more this 
alternative would make sense. This could also make sense in terms of the use
fulness of CSI in pre-deployment planning, and in the overall direction of a 
force: the same unit, with appropriate communications and procedures, could 
serve both central and field demands. This would require, of course, a reversal of 
the apparent tendency for information in the UN to flow up rather than down, 
away from the field and towards the center – to be, in Thomas Quiggan’s terms, 
“all suck and no blow.”39 

Such a unit would build on the slow movement already present within UN 
headquarters toward improving its planning and management capabilities with 
respect to peace operations. This movement has, however, been at best only par
tial, tentative and potentially reversible. In 1987, an Office for Research and the 
Collection of Information was established within the UN Secretariat, but it was 
eliminated as a separate entity in 1992.40 The 1993 creation of the UN Situation 
Centre was intended to provide the Organization with a 24/7 management and 
response capability of at least some degree. This Centre collects and processes 
some information for reports to the Secretary General, and has a research and 
information cell.41 However, the Centre’s staffing, including that of its 
Information and Research Unit, is heavily dominated by Western personnel, 
which could be a source of political unease.42 The Centre has a Joint Deployable 
Intelligence Support System (JDISS), supplied by the US, which permits some 
database connections to US and other sources, but such connections may not 
always be available.43 
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The development of a UN Centre for Information, Training and Analysis, 
as suggested by Patricia McFate et al.44 could possibly address some issues 
regarding both the geographic representation of personnel and the availability of 
a competent analysis unit. This could attend to at least some aspects of unease 
with the personnel composition of the Situation Centre, and the problem of the 
impact of personnel rotation and secondment. This, however, is a study paper 
only, not an official project. More generally and more importantly, the proposal 
from the UN’s peacekeeping report for an Information and Strategic Analysis 
Secretariat, formed to serve the Executive Committee on Peace and Security, 
itself a guiding body for peacekeeping management, could provide an institu
tional framework for an improved intelligence capability.45 The future of this 
proposal, however, remains to be seen. William Durch reports that some UN 
members have particularly objected to an early warning role for the Information 
and Strategic Analysis Secretariat, apparently fearing that this could become a 
basis for anticipatory or preventive moves along the lines of “humanitarian inter
vention.” As a consequence, proposals for such a staff have been trimmed, and 
while it would support ongoing operations (the use of concern here), it would not 
be linked to an anticipatory or preventive role.46 

How many personnel might be involved in such a DPKO-based unit? 
Nardon, Cleminson, Andersson and the ISMA study all suggest various numbers, 
linked to the volume of imagery to be processed. The ISMA study, based on 850 
images per month, estimated 205-285 persons of all types for its first phase. 
Cleminson suggested 44 persons on a basis of 600 images per year; Nardon sug
gested a roughly comparable number for 860 images per year. Andersson, for his 
part, suggests 3-5 analysts for his range of 121-297 images per year.47 By way 
of contrast, the DPKO’s Situation Centre is currently staffed at a level of 21 per
sons.48 Even a relatively modest capability, then, could have staffing and fund
ing implications which pinch-penny states might find difficult to accept. 

A central unit developed to acquire, analyze, interpret, and distribute infor
mation, whether to UN headquarters units alone or to field units as well, would 
face a variety of technical challenges, to be sure. However, the primary difficul
ties it would likely face, and indeed the primary difficulties for the entire propo
sition of a UN CSI capability, would probably reside above all in political con
cerns and objections. It is to these that we now turn. 

Political Issues 

The fundamental argument of this article is that, underlying a variety of 
more specific concerns which need to be addressed by any scheme for a UN in
house CSI capability, are a set of basically political concerns. This does not deny 
the reality of other, more “technical” issues, but rather argues that these may on 
occasion be surrogates for essentially political matters. It follows that success
fully addressing “technical” issues will not necessarily address these underlying 
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political concerns. However, both dealing with “technical” issues and explicitly 
raising some political issues may at least permit the latter to be identified and 
addressed directly. 

Various possible political concerns include: 

1.	 The UN’s habitual “allergy” to “intelligence;” 

2.	 For technologically-advantaged states, a possible fear of losing an infor
mation advantage, including through the diffusion of capabilities to deal 
with satellite imagery; 

3.	 For technologically less-advantaged states, fear of being “spied on,” 
and the psychological link between CSI and National Technical Means 
– aided by media reference to commercial “spy satellites;” 

4.	 Concern for information security, leakage, and loss of control over 
information (the problem of giving the UN independent access to an 
information source); 

5.	 An unwillingness to improve UN peacekeeping performance, or a lack 
of interest in this.49 

Some of these concerns may be addressed, albeit with perhaps only mid
dling success, through administrative means. Other concerns are at least poten
tially undercut through the diffusion of CSI technology and of access to it 
(assuming that “shutter control” is not complete). The ultimate question is pre
cisely the problem of developing a UN with stronger, apparently independent, 
information capabilities. This political concern, however, may be partially 
answered through other political mechanisms. 

States may fear that information held independently in the hands of the UN 
Secretariat will be put to potentially embarrassing uses, whether by allowing a 
revelation of events within a state or by demonstrating the activities of other 
states with respect to an event. The efforts by the Clinton administration to avoid 
the term “genocide” with respect to Rwanda comes to mind. Certain information, 
readily available outside of official channels, might force states’ hands, or other
wise embarrass them. Along similar lines, there may be fears that information 
ostensibly gathered for one purpose may become used for another. Then there is 
the likely leakage of information even if it is gathered with every intention of 
limited and careful use: a secret in the hands of the UN may be no secret at all. 

To a point, the very diffusion of CSI technology and access to CSI – to 
more states, and to more non-state actors – undercuts this concern. The horse 
may be leaving the stable, so that the prospect of less controlled or even embar
rassing uses is becoming steadily more real regardless of the information 
resources afforded the UN. All that may be lacking is an adequately-funded con
sortium of NGOs able to avail themselves of imagery from a variety of satellites, 
so that they might at least push the limits of “shutter control.” Efforts to retain a 
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previous “information advantage” may be at best of limited utility for the cur
rently advantaged states. For the less-advantaged, blocking UN access to such 
imagery is not only unlikely now (since imagery-capable states may provide and 
have provided the imagery anyway), but is also rendered less useful as non-state 
actors increase their access. What purpose, other than hobbling the UN almost 
out of force of habit, would be served by refusing to enhance its information 
capabilities? 

Administrative measures within the UN might have some possibilities, 
however imperfectly, of addressing some of these various concerns as well. Clear 
policy understandings as to how information will be treated and where the nec
essary units will be lodged may have some effect. In particular, it might be pos
sible to lodge a central CSI unit fairly close to the Secretary General, to give him 
clear and direct control over the flow and use of information from it. This might 
stand in the way of a more technically-rational placement of such a unit, but 
could be a politically-rational solution. Some precedent for this might exist in the 
close handling of imagery and other sensitive Action Team information by the 
IAEA’s Director General in regard to disarmament inspections of Iraq. Such a 
unit would require a much stronger and more serious approach to information 
confidentiality, at least to the level of the IAEA (itself admittedly imperfect but 
apparently still within the tolerance levels of states). Staffing of the unit would 
have to be far less influenced by geographic and related political concerns than 
elsewhere in the UN Secretariat, and probably the unit’s positions would have to 
be filled on a career, rather than a rotational or secondment, basis.  The fear of a 
UN “intelligence” capability has had undesirable effects on peacekeeping, even 
without considering the possibility of using CSI. This has not, however, pre
vented “information-gathering,” however euphemized, from going on. It has 
merely hobbled peacekeepers. “No intelligence in peacekeeping” (the double
entendre is intended) scarcely seems, however, a defensible position. This broad
er phobia, however, must be addressed realistically – assuming, of course, that 
states are willing to consider the actual requirements of effective peacekeeping 
operations. 

Even where states might fear the actions of a more information-independ
ent UN, those that are vulnerable to this are as well vulnerable to other actors 
with independent information – whether technically-capable states or non-state 
actors. With the UN, at least, they retain some possibility of the political control 
of the consequences, with the added possibility that this organization, already rel
atively amenable to their purposes, will be more effective as well.  

CONCLUSION 

We have briefly reviewed here a number of “good and virtuous” reasons 
why some might be reluctant to give the UN an inherent CSI acquisition and 
analysis capability for its peacekeeping operations. In many cases there are sig
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nificant and legitimate concerns, problems that would have to be squarely 
addressed for the development of a workable UN capability. These do not, how
ever, seem to be inherently fatal: they can be approached and resolved on a rel
atively “technical” level. The more deadly issues, at times clearly evident and at 
times lurking under the cover of these others, would seem to be political. This 
article is not offered in the naïve hope that political concerns might be overrid
den by good reasons, but rather in a spirit of brush clearing. Identifying and 
squarely addressing well-founded, or at least sincerely held, concerns is neces
sary both for the development of a functional CSI capability and to deal with 
underlying, including legitimate, political concerns. 

The basic model assumed here is of a DPKO-based capability – thus one 
specific to peacekeeping rather than drawing from a larger UN central acquisi
tion and/or analysis entity. Such a DPKO capability offers an alternative not only 
to dependence on supplier states but also to a mode of organization which would 
see significant capabilities deployed in the field. To briefly recapitulate some of 
the relevant arguments for this focus: first, specific peacekeeping needs and 
information confidentiality concerns might trump the potential financial and 
information sharing advantages of a centralized supplier; second, a DPKO capa
bility would reduce, though at some cost, dependence on the willingness of a rel
atively small number of supplier states to provide imagery and related services 
themselves; and third, many field operations might not have the size or the need 
for deployable capabilities, but some uses would as well be readily lodged in the 
centre. 

In order to move the debate forward – onto “real” as opposed to “good and 
virtuous” ground, so to speak – a number of possible steps for further work might 
be derived from the arguments above. From all appearances, this work is indeed 
going on now. These would include the following: 

1.	 Examining more closely the legal issues on the national and contractu
al levels, to resolve volume, price, copyright and other questions, and 
noting in particular where a supportive attitude by national regulatory 
and political authorities may have a positive effect. 

2.	 Exploring in greater detail, if only through hypothetical scenarios, the 
various needs and requirements of peacekeeping operations of differing 
kinds and in differing phases for CSI of differing characteristics (vol
ume, resolution, sensor type, timeliness, etc.), and the implications for 
costs and other characteristics of differing structures of imagery and 
imagery services supply and use (e.g., supply by states, by a centralized 
UN entity, by the DPKO). 

3.	 Identifying and addressing various equipment, network, and software 
issues important for the supply of imagery, services, and information. 

4.	 Addressing the reforms in the development, organization, command 
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and control of peacekeeping missions, both in the field and at the cen
tre, necessary for the more effective use, if not also the routinized and 
in-house acquisition and analysis, of CSI. 

5.	 Identifying specific political concerns that might hamper the develop
ment of UN CSI capabilities, to assess how these might be addressed in 
politically-acceptable ways as well as in terms of criteria of efficiency 
and effectiveness. 

Giving a new and substantial independent information capacity to an inter
national organization is not something which states will do lightly, though it 
appears that they will do it if the need and their interests coincide.50 It might be 
possible that, while not granting the UN such a capacity, states might be willing 
nonetheless to take steps to fill the gap, for example, by the more routine and 
organized provision of imagery, and by addressing at least some problems in the 
command and management of UN field operations. Some US efforts might point 
in that direction. William Doll and Stephen Metz noted in 1993 that proposals to 
overcome the UN’s intelligence problems 

may not require developing an organic intelligence-gathering capa
bility for the U.N., but rather greater intelligence sharing among the 
permanent members of the Security Council. In any case, it will 
remain politically infeasible to collect strategic intelligence at U.N. 
headquarters. This means the U.N. must continue to rely on national 
suppliers for intelligence.51 

It may be the case that a more or less workable scheme for enhancing UN 
access to imagery information can be devised without investing in an in-house 
UN capability. The ready availability of CSI, by allowing an alternative to the 
public presentation, even in degraded form, of at least some imagery intelligence, 
may contribute to such a solution. At the same time, the availability of CSI also 
permits its direct acquisition and use by the UN, and there seems to be growing 
precedent for such acquisition and use even in fairly delicate contexts. The case 
for an in-house UN capability to acquire, analyze, and interpret CSI is certainly 
not a sure thing, yet it seems to have increasingly objective respectability, if not 
necessarily adequate political weight. 

In response to state resistance, we might therefore reasonably suggest the 
following: if it is the considered opinion of member states of the United Nations 
that the organization should have, for the performance of its mandate, capabili
ties inferior to those of, say, the British Columbia Forest Service for the per
formance of its functions, they are free to take such a position; however, they 
might reasonably be asked to clearly argue their case on its true basis, and to 
present viable alternative means to meet what seems to be a clear need. Given the 
growing challenges to the UN’s very existence, much less its adequate function
ing, perhaps the time to accept a comfortable ineptness on the part of the organ
ization has passed. 
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